Integrated Software solution designed primarily for companies in the automotive industry for management of:

- **Vehicles** – Procurement, Ordering processes, Sales and After Sales services
- Storehouse maintenance
- Vehicle Service and parts sales
- General ledger - Finance / accounting
Integration - A comprehensive business management solution. SeBiz is a single application, eliminating the need for separate installations and complex integration of multiple applications. The application integrates all core business functions across your entire company.

Scalability - can be easily and quickly scaled to meet the needs of any organization with subsections being added or removed depending on company-specific requirements. Simple data access - advanced data access and reporting tools put information in the hands of decision-makers quickly and efficiently.

Automation - decrease data input through completely automated entries and functions (e.g., automated generation of vast array of reports for sales or profits by product, client or commercialist; income statements, balance sheets; automated generation of receipts from orders etc.) By converting manual processes into automated, streamlined and real-time business process management it can help your company decrease overall operating costs and improve its’ efficiency. Multi-user capabilities.

Accuracy - By providing real-time, up-dated and accurate information throughout the company, it can reduce data input errors, streamline internal flow of information and provide faster, on-time product delivery which further increases customer satisfaction.

User friendly - Designed for how people really work, enable unique business requirements, and connect the full range of business processes across your organization. Most important, it is easy to use.

Management - Comes with over 40 standard yet customizable, built-in reports, to give you deep insight into your business’s performance. Export of all reports in formats like excel, word, pdf and jpg. Maximizing the productivity of your people, and feel confident that you have made an investment that will support your business needs now and into the future.

End-to-End Integration - can be integrated with other applications like production and salary applications. It can handle inventory levels, item management, price lists, special price agreements, and transfers between warehouses and stock transactions – all via integrated company-wide processes like sales, warehousing and purchasing.

professional. reliable. integrated.